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WELCOME
to your Mouthpiece and
as your newsletter it will
flourish only if you; as a
member contribute.
So we are looking
for diving adventures both
in the UK and overseas,
above and below the water. 	 Be they profound,
serious, informative or
just plain funny. Don’t just
say that you have nothing
to interest the readers, yes
you have, all the SCUBA
divers in our club profit
from other people’s experience.
In this edition we
have your diving horoscope, the Malta story and
a small contribution from
your humble editor.
Any errors or omissions are mine alone,
though we will not publish
anything which is libelous
or slanderous or offensive
to our diving officer! 		
Bracknell Sub-Aqua
Club takes no responsibility for the content and is
not necessarily the views
of the committee.
So look out those
dive reports as an aide
memoir and get submitting copy and photos. Remember a picture is better
than a 1,000 words.
Editor Mike Lindsay
Front cover photograph:
Dave Hughes
decompressing after
diving the Shotun Maru

T

he 2015 Ice Diver’s Ball
was held once again at the popular Grange Hotel in Bracknell, and saw one of the highest attendances in recent years.
Preparation on the day as always began with a little band of
volunteers setting up the room
during the day.
Cue the sound of freshly inflated balloons popping
randomly – why do they always

Ice
Divers
Ball
2015

wait until they are arranged on the tables?.., and mad dashes home
for bits of ribbon and spare helium.
A heaving raffle prize table was tastefully arranged by yours
truly, before someone took it all down and did it again properly.
The evening kicked off as always with some moderate alcohol consumption before dinner. Well I think it was moderate anyway, I can’t really remember. What I do vaguely remember is that
the poor old Chairman has to work for his supper and do a bit of
waffling here and there.
The usual game of heads or tails preceded a very decent
dinner – the hotel did a great job this
year – and then on to the serious business. Raffle and coin toss! Here the new
members table seemed to do embarrassingly well at the raffle – 5 winners in total. The tossers then made the most of
a good throwing surface, and it was a
pleasure to see Chris Edwards go home
with possibly the most expensive bottle
of sipping Tequila in town.
Music and dancing followed with
Pink Fish once again doing us proud –
and they do genuinely enjoy playing for
us – apparently we are an appreciative Jon Payne - Chair
audience.
It was a real delight to welcome a number of new members
this year, and also to report that we made well over £700 for our
nominated charities. My thanks to all for their wonderful generosity, and in particular to those who donated raffle prizes – including
the Citizen Dive watch auctioned on the night and which is going
to an appreciative young diver.
Finally, heartfelt thanks to Felicity for organising it all. She
did a great job over a busy weekend which saw her off to Strictly
Come Dancing the next morning, and flying to New Zealand the
day after! So no pressure there…

Looking forward to IDB 2016! Which is on Saturday 30th
January 2016

Young blood for BA
ATLAM
by Tom Cowan
What’s BA-ATLAM you ask?
Well, as some of you know, a
few of us old British Airways
Sub Aqua Club  (BSAC 146)
members moved to join you
all at Bracknell.
BA clubs was running out of money so the
Sub aqua  section had to
close. For many years we’ve
had a “friendly underwater photographic competition” with a Maltese club Atlam (Malta backwards). 	
It started as free diving spear ﬁshing and soon
became a photographic competition, which has been running for just over 30 years. In
addition we spend a pleasant
week or more safely diving
the Maltese Islands. We also
oﬁen meet up socially with
our Maltese friends for drinks
and meals. 	 Although BSAC
146 no longer exists, a few of
us have still carried  on with
the competition.Last year
just two of us could make it
to represent BA.
Now I’ll get to the main
reason for this article. Whilst

chatting over beers in their
clubhouse, we all agreed it
would be very sad if the competition just died a death because some of us had to hang
up our ﬁns.
I know we all feel 21
inside, but face it, I’m in my
seventies and others on
both sides if not
already
there, will
soon catch
me up.
What is
needed is
young blood.
The Maltese can
and do provide it
via theirclub.
What I’m asking
for is 
photographers
and budding
photographers
to join us to keep
the competition
alive. You don’t
need lots of
expensive
underwater
photographic

equipment, just lots of
enthusiasm.
When we all started
we shared cameras and progressed from there. If you’re
interested just contact Bill
Hewitt or me for a chat and
we can take it from there.

The

kit Cave

DIVE COMPUTERS
by Andy Hodgson
Do we need a computer and

if so, what
should we
buy?
T h e
simple answer is NO.
Everyone
within The
BSAC
is
taught from
the
very
first course
to use 88’s,
N
i
trox and later on the
OxStop tables. With a depth
gauge and waterproof timer
you can plan and conduct
your dive following a note
sheet, calculate O2 and Nitrogen loading, travel across
hills and know when it is safe
to fly.
So why do we use
computers
and
what are
the advantages
and disadvantages?
For recreational
diving without
any planned

decompression many divers
simply can’t be bothered

to plan a dive using tables.
When was the last time you
saw a diver not on training
using tables? Most computers have a planning mode but
many will only give no stop
times based on maximum
depth and total time,
so less

use than tables.
Computers track the
dive in real time. The processor algorithm adjusts continuously according to depth,
time and previous dives,
giving a profile dependant
‘on and off’ gas expectation,
which calculates theoretical
no stop and decompression
times. Most computers can
also be adjusted for conservatism, which increases
or decreases the safety margin of the calculations. Quite
simply, it does the work for
you.
NOTE: The Club Diving
Officer requires all dives are
planned in advance. Don’t
just jump in and come up
when the computer says so.
A significant advantage is for dives that do
not follow a square profile. Tables use the maximum depth and total
time for the calculations but many dives
will follow a sloping
profile and mostly
conducted shallower
than the maximum
depth. The computer will allow for
this and the diver
may have longer
no stop times be-

cause there will have been
less Nitrogen loading of the
tissues.
For technical diving,
which I will define as planning for decompression and
using more than one breathing gas, a computer becomes
very beneficial. Run time and
bailout plans become more
of a necessity as well and
no technical dive should be
conducted without pre-planning.
More
advanced
computers can calculate multiple gas

ity to download dive data
to a personal computer or
similar device. This is fast
becoming the log book of
choice. The software enables
full analysis of the dive profile, recording of interesting
facts and in some cases dive
planning. Newer models
have a much larger memory
capacity, which will store an
entire holiday of dives, so no
need to take a laptop on holiday, just download when you
get home.
One of the greatest
advantages of a dive computer for any level of diver is
alarm warnings. Depth, time
and ascent rate are common
user adjustable alarms on
even the most basic computers. Though you have
to remember to adjust them before each
dive.

The downsides:
switching, on
the fly gas changes (where
a buddy has given a different gas) and some cater for
Closed Circuit Rebreathers.
There is no need to go into
detail here, anyone conducting this level of diving should
be more than familiar with
the use of computers as an
aid.
Many computers come
w i t h
co m panion
softw a r e
and the
facil-

Computers are electronic
devices, they do go wrong
and will at the worst possible time, like just before
you jump in or as you start
to ascend with decompression obligations. That is why
you need backup tables or
a backup computer (Yes, 2
computers now).
The more advanced
they become the more com-

plicated they are to operate.
Users must fully comprehend the functions to take
advantage of the tool. The
most important computing
device is the one between
your ears. Use it well.
A significant issue is
the variance in decompression models used in the calculations. If two buddies have
different algorithms they are
going to have conflicting nostop or decompression obligations, which isn’t helpful to
either diver. Try and choose
compatible equipment with
your buddy.
No computer knows
your physical state. Do you
have a cold, are you dehydrated, have you just run a
marathon? All of these affect
the body and must be considered within the dive plan.
Never use someone elses’
computer
Cost. They can be
expensive, over £1000 for
some. Even second hand you
will spend £150+ for a modern version. It will all depend
on what you want it to do and
where you are going to use
it.

Functions to
look for
Bottom timer: Simple and
effective. Gives total dive
time, maximum depth. May

give water temperature and
ascent rate.
Basic air computer: Single
gas (Air) decompression calculation. Gives no stop time
and decompression stop
depth and time where obligated.
Nitrox computer: Newer
models will have multiple
gas options and calculate for
the reduction in nitrogen and
the increase in oxygen. They
will monitor oxygen toxicity.
Mixed Gas computer: Any
combination of oxygen, helium and nitrogen. Normally multiple gas mixtures pre
planned, often user
selectable
decompression algorithm.
Additional features to look for:
Cylinder gas pressure
via remote transmitter
(does not negate the
need for a pressure
gauge) will monitor gas usage and give estimate of time
based on current depth.
Integrated compass. Very
handy.
Bungee or strap mounting
options.

Final choices
Where will it be used? Holiday clear waters, UK murky
waters? Wrist watch style
computers are great for holiday/warm water diving. They
can be worn on the surface
as a normal watch and provide all the functions of the
larger versions.
They are not so good
when wearing thick gloves

or in poor underwater visibility. Larger wrist or console mounted computers
will have a bigger screen
and buttons which are far
more user friendly in cold
and murky conditions.
OLED and TFT colour
screens give tremendous
clarity underwater, a real
bonus to those with less than
20:20 vision. Normally larger
than wristwatch styles, they
have more screen space for
important information and
can assist
in
visual
attention
by colour coding status and
alarms.
S t y le
and app e a l .
SCUBA
diving isn’t the most glamorous activity but that doesn’t
stop people wanting something that looks good. A lot
of manufacturers are giving
colour and material options,
titanium finish or customisable display setup.
They don’t change how the
computer works but they do
personalise them.
Ask fellow divers
which computer to go for and
they will probably say the one
they have.
Which is best? The one that
suits your budget and diving
the most.
The bottom timer is
all you will ever NEED.
The rest is a matter of what
you WANT.

O

n a very cold day in
February a loose collection of people known as
the Skiver Divers. The
origin of the word is unknown but history suggests that is comes from
the latin word ‘skivus
divinium’ which means

The

people

you m
Vob

that diving is better than
working any time.
This batch of skivers comprised Alan
Brown, Steve Lawson,
Paul Dyer, Paul Hansen,
Ian Plumley, his dog Bailey which is
as mental
as its owner. The other diver being- yours
truly.
F o r
those who
don’t know
Vobster
Quay
its
located in
mid-Somerset and
take about

two and half hours from
the Bracknell area. As
with most quarries the
visibilty is usually very
good, 3 to 5 metres is
about the norm. The
dives went well and while
the intrepid Ian and Alan
went in for a second dive.
The rest of the divers opt-

Alan and Ian ready to go again

e

meet at
bster Quay
ed to changed out of our
diving gear and indulge
in taking hot drinks and
a pre-lunch snack.
In the changing
room we met a man who
asked our names and

introduced himself as
OG! “Is that your given
name” I asked? “No” he
said “it’s Og Amazu”. The
conversation developed
and he is training to scuba dive and become the
first black man to skydive
over the North Pole and
dive under the ice! The

modesty of the man was
reflected in the omission
that he carried a knighthood and is a director of
Amazoil in Nigeria.
Read his full story to see whether he
achieved his goal by going to his website:
www.challenge100.com

Photos - Left: Sir Og Amazu. Above: Steve, Alan, Ian, Paul D, Paul H

SCU B A s c o p e
Taurus

Gemini

You are a practical and
persistent, you have a
dogged determination
and work hard even
underwater.
Then need a nudge
when it’s time to return
to the surface.

You are a quick
intelligent thinker.
People like you but you
tend to expect too
much.
Gemini divers
make great try
dive organisers

April 21 - May 20

Aries

March 21 - April 20

A look at the
diving horoso
mystic

May 22 - June 21

You are the pioneer
type and enjoy the
challange of diving.
Aries make great
diving officers.

Virgo

Leo

The epitome of cool,
your laid back approach
to diving annoys those
less relaxed divers.
A decompression stop
to you; means catching
up on lost sleep.

You condsider yourself
a born leader. Some
people think you are
vain just because you
take a mirror on your
dives, but you say
it’s for signalling?
The colour
co-ordinated diver
is a Leo.

Aug 24 - Sept 23

Cancer
June 22 - July 23

Sympathetic and
undestanding to other
people problems. Your
kindnest leaves you
befreft of kit as you’ve
lent it to all your friends.
Most Cancer divers
only dive in borrowed
gear.

July 24 - Aug 23

e little known art of
opes by the eminent
c Tom Cowan

Saggitarius
Nov 23 - Dec 21

You are optimistic and
enthusiastic. You have a
reckless tendency to rely
on luck. So a good buddy
with a waggy finger is
essential. Easily narked.

Libra

Scorpio
Oct 24 - Nov 22

You are shrewd in
business, you think
diving was created for
you to sell artefacts at
car boot sales Scorpios
only dive on wrecks.

Sept 24 - Oct 23

Keen to look at your
buddy’s equipment
before going down,
you just love adjusting
that loose strap!
Libra divers make
good buddies.

Pisces
Feb 20 - March 20

Aquarius

An avid reader you
study conservation
regarding sea life,
but your favourite is a
seafood recipe book!

Jan 21 - Feb 19

It is assumed that that
you are slow and stupid,
but it’s you who has
all his kit and gas
cylinders carried onto
the boat.

Capricorn
Dec 22 - Jan 20

You are a conservative
and afraid of taking risks.
You don’t do much of
anything, so ideally suited
to being a theory
instructor

The joy of diving at Por
We sent out the recon
divers on the Friday just
to make certain we were
in for a good time. Around
July sees the major event
of the club diving calendar.
Bracknell
SubAqua Club hires three
dive boats, this time out of
Portland. The new marina
is a superb venue for taking your first sea dive as
Kim and Mark were to find
out. They were not the
only newbies, yours truly
had not had the pleasure
but I was shown the ropes
by the lovely Felicity.
Coin operated trolleys, stack the gear up and
off we go down the gangway to our waiting to our
twin hulled boat Skin
Deep. Plenty of room for
even those with the rebreathers and their side
slung cylinders, sorry getting too technical.
So to our Saturday
diving, first things first, set
up the gear, hot drinks and
then a brief by the skipper
Iain Taylor who has been
diving since Cousteau was
a boy soconfidence was
very high. More so when I
tell of a situation during
the dive on Sunday.

We had a guest diver with us Paul Higgins
plenty of dives under his
belt, not a club diver yet,
but the way Martin Hamilton was working on him
during that day, it won’t
be long before he signs on
the dotted line.

The diving begins
The first dive was
the wreck of the SS James
Fennel which sank in
1920, well broken up now,
though a good dive to blow
the cobwebs off. Buddy
pairs were agreed; Kim
and Mark were doing their
qualifying 20 metre open
water dives and in the very
capable hands of Felicity and Andy H.  	 P a u l
Higgins dived with the
louche ‘one fin Tim, (left
other in the car) together
with the very epitome of
cool Charlie Hodgson who
said he’d stop Tim finning
circles if it became a problem.
Next was the Clive
and Andy Show ‘ with
typical repartee comedy
that is very, very funny but
unrepeatable on the printed page. That left Martin
H and myself. Martin of-

fered an in-depth lesson
in the use of a re-breather, so good that I felt my
next step was to pass out
as a rebreather instructor.
When I discussed diving
with a rebreather as Andy
is, Clive’s advice was “if it
starts bleeping, swim away
as fast as you can!” . I think
he was joking?
So dive times agreed;
Kim and Mark thirty minutes, the rest about forty
except for Clive and Andy
who opted for ‘popping
up in November to see if
we were still there’ . Everybody seemed to have
excellent dives, I had two
dives, one of five minutes
while Martin tried vainly
to push me under the water and then a return to the
boat for my ankle weights.
I don’t think anybody noticed. A 29 min dive followed and return to Skin
Deep for hot drinks and
big boy chocolate cookies
courtesy of the lovely Louise Morten.
A surface interval
and lunch in a idyllic azure
coloured sea bay. Switching cylinders check over of
our equipment and everybody signalled they were
up for a second dive, even

The Skin Deep divers: Andy H, Paul, Felicity, Martin, Andy T, Mike, Clive, Tim
and Charlie holding the latest Bracknell Ocean Diver!

rtland goes Skin Deep
that old bloke who’s always
going on about Werther’s
and Countdown. One of
the advantages of being
on Skin Deep was we had
the highly experienced
diving services of the devine Sarah and Mr. Taylor
made very good use of her
services when his crotch
strap came loose prior to
his dives. OK, maybe a little over share.
So what was to be

the next dive? The Dredger at about 12 metres or
so, plop in and down to
the sea bed. I think we saw
more of the divers down
there than on the boat. So
as you can guess the vis.
was very good. Usual dive
times around 30/40 minutes except for the Morten
and Taylor
marathon
divers.
The fun over it
was time to return to the

reality of alcohol at the
Harbour Lights bar. 	
A beautiful warm evening
with a general gathering
of divers from the other
boats. Maybe the collective name is a ‘diversity of
divers’. A goodbye to our
not so newbies as they had
completed their open water diving drills.
Thanks for a perfect day’s
diving in Weymouth.

What’s your
exit plan?
DO

says…What’s
your exit plan?
No I don’t mean
are you getting out
on a ladder or
up the beach
(although you
do need to
know that as
well). I mean
what is your
plan if something
goes wrong?
When you jump in
the water have you prepared yourself for bailing out if you have difficulties? A surprisingly
common situation is a
failure of dive kit, even
when well maintained.
It may seem simple now but sod’s law
says it happens at the
absolute worst moment.
If you have thought
through the steps that
are needed, it will make

a big difference. Practicing what youwill have
to and it will make even

identify some skills that
you realise you need to
practice as well.
Happy diving – just
THINK about
it first.

more difference. Suppose you get separated
from your buddy on a
dive, you know what
to do right? But are
you happy sending up
an SMB on your own?
Have you practiced it?
The point is if you
go over some of these
situations in your head
or talk to others about it
you help to make yourself ready to deal with
them. You will probably

In the next issue which
will be a hard copy to
be published at the
beginning of 2016 we
will have your
interesting dive
experiences from
all over the World.
GRENADA
SHETLANDS
PEMBROKESHIRE
PORTLAND
and PLYMOUTH
So start sending in
your copy and photos
without delay!

